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The Christmas Tree uses cookies to give you a good user experience. By using Spruce you accept our use of cookies. AntsBed BugsCockroachesMice &amp; RatsAre you eaten by invisible bugs? Has your skin itch and have you tried to kill what is causing your misery? Looking for answers and tired of dealing with
itching, biting, and general paranoia? Let's talk about what these insects can be and how to get rid of them. If you have a bed bug problem, do not immediately reach for a commercial product. These natural home remedies are much safer and equally effective. Do you have an ant attack in your home or garden? Ditch
calls the pest control and get rid of them yourself. Click here to know more about ants, ant-bait traps, how do ant traps work, and how to use them effectively! Hate spiders? Here is a list of effective ways to get rid of them. Most of these methods are natural and will not harm you, the spider, or the environment. What are
gnats, what are they attracted to, how do I get rid of them, and how do I prevent them from coming back? Find in-depth answers and instructions to eliminate gnats for good. Have you noticed rats around your home, but are hesitant to use poisons? Here are some solutions to get rid of rats without using poison or even
hurting the rats themselves. Tried and true ways to finally eliminate ants from your home. Earwigs are not the worst insect inconvenience that you have to deal with in your home and garden, but they are definitely one of the scary looking ones. Keep your home and farm earwig free with the help of these simple steps.
Bed bugs are the fastest growing pest emergency in the developed world. One in five Americans have had bed bugs or know someone who has. This guide will help you identify if you have a bed bug attack and provide you with tips to eradicate them. Getting rid of a yellow jacket wasp nest can be a daunting and
potentially dangerous prospect. It can sometimes be difficult to find the nest, especially when it is burrowed deep inside a hedge. Save money by discovering how to safely destroy a wolf nest all by yourself. Leaf miners are a major problem in broad-leaf plants. Use a combination of manual preventive measures and
obstacles to keep them away from your garden. A pseudoscorpion closely resembles a poisonous scorpion, but this little guy is harmless to humans or pets. They are about half an inch long (including pincers) and feed on insects and other arthropods. That's how I got rid of bed bugs in my home, by myself, using ordinary
household appliances to kill bugs and eggs with heat. No costly exterminator, no toxins. You can eradicate bed bugs too! Mice multiply. When you notice a pest mouse in your home, it is likely that there are more—many more. Immediate action is required. Just the thought of bed bugs makes me itch! If you've ever dealt



with them, you know how terrible it can be. Here's the ways to treat and get rid of them for good! DIY roach eradication that is both efficient. Tips and tricks from someone who has been there and done it. Stop spending thousands on exterminators in the hope of getting rid of bed bugs. Instead, kill bed bugs with these
usual household products, and sleep well through the night again. Have ants invaded your home, but you don't want to use harsh chemicals to kill your little visitors? Here are some ways to naturally get rid of ants without killing them. The best natural mosquito control using simple methods to rid your area of disease that
causes mosquitoes. Getting rid of bed bugs can be a pain, but that doesn't mean spending thousands of dollars on professionals. Use these tips to get rid of bed bugs without an exterminatorI love spring but I do not love all the bugs it gives, especially flies. I stumbled upon a detached, non-toxic flytrap that I hang every
spring and it works wonders. Do you have a problem with wild ducks hovering around your pool? They may look cute but can cause problems when they start pooping in and around your pool. Most households experience a rodent infestation at least once, but if you're not too fond of deadly methods, here are five easy
ways to get rid of mice without killing them. Find out how to identify and get rid of carpenters bees, plus learn how wood-boring bees cause harm and whether they are dangerous to humans. Carpenter bees are important to your local ecosystem, but in some situations they can cause destruction of tires, furniture and,
even homes. These bizarre pest facts can help us feel less afraid of bugs and other creepy creeping critters. Some of these facts prove that bugs can be entertaining and weirder than science fiction. Plagued by yellow jacket alerts? These aren't easy to get rid of. I tried a variety of solutions and found one that worked for
me. Here's my experience. There's nothing worse than pouring a bowl of cereal and finding an extra buggy surprise! If your home has been invaded by insects, here are some ways to get rid of them for good. Every spring I find new wasp nests building around my home, mostly inside my shed. I hate bees and alerts, so
finding easy ways to deal with them is important to me, and useful to you. Do you have uninvited, creepy guests in your apartment? If so, consider writing a complaint letter to your landlord or apartment manager. Learn to squirrel-proof your bird feeder and stop those sneaky squirrels from stealing all your seed! After my
apartment was run over with fleas, I successfully got rid of them using non-toxic methods. It took a lot of work, but I'm so glad I didn't use dangerous chemicals in my home! Getting rid of bed bugs is not easy. There are many myths about them. This article uses confirmed scientific information combined with personal
experience to help you through the process of ridding yourself of these annoying insects. Do you have rats under your deck? Find out how to get rid of and rodents for good. Discover how to prevent a rat family from being a rat family under your decking. Vinegar is an old-fashioned solution for bed bugs. This spray is a
contact killer. It lacks residual effects, so it requires frequent treatment but can be used to kill a variety of creepy crawlers. The following is a list of the best home remedies for ants. Getting rid of ants can be easier when you learn the right methods. Do not use chemicals if you have children or pets. Learn how to kill ants
naturally... What is a clay dauber wasp? Does it sting? Are you going to get rid of it? I share my personal experience as well as useful tips to help you decide whether or not to get rid of them—and how to do it properly to prevent them from coming back. Bed bugs are not funny. I'll share twelve tips to get rid of them and
keep them away! Learn more about bed bugs to best eliminate them. I've tried a few different ingredients to get rid of ants in the cracks in our driveway and in our backyard. I've been lucky with most of them, but some attempts were better than others. If you think bed bugs are just a problem at home, think about it. These
resilient pests have been known to attack cinemas, hotel rooms, schools, and even office buildings. Do any wasps decide to start a nest in or around your home and you need to get rid of it? This article will show you how to safely remove a wasp-bo. Removing fleas from your home requires an understanding of the flea
life cycle and the conditions that allow them to reproduce. Learn how to remove these insects from your home in three stages. There are many types of lawn grubs in the United States. Listed below are four of the most common species east of the Mississippi River.This article explains about raccoon deterrence and
repellent methods. Raccoons are quite intelligent omnivores that allow it to make them a nuisance and pest for many homes. Woodlice, also known as roly-polies and pill bugs, is harmless, but most people don't want them indoors. They help break down organic matter, so why not learn to love them instead of destroying
them? Here are some tips to keep pill bugs out of your home. A thorough homeowner's guide to recognizing termites and stopping them from damaging your property. 4 / 26 Family HandymanWindows screens, mosquito nets and similar obstacles protect against curious summer pests, but only if they provide complete
protection. And as long as the frame is in good shape repairs are easy and can be done in a few minutes. How to make your screen door or window look good as new. 5/26 Alexander Mogilevets/shutterstockFor the kinder homeowners, there is another humane pest control option that can save your garden: Provide other
food sources. If you put up bird feeders (which almost every animal in your garden will be drawn to) at the opposite end of your home, you can attract animals to that side and make sure that's where they head in search of food, leaving your plants alone. This works with smaller animals and requires a constant supply of
food, but it is not always reliable. Reliable. animals have an instinct to surface and explore, which means they will often end up in your garden anyway. 6/26 focal point/ ShutterstockAnts leave a trail that makes it easier for other ants from the colony to find their way to food. To wash off the groove, use a solution made of
1/4 cup white vinegar, 2 cups of water and 10 drops of peppermint or eucalyptus oil and help eliminate house pests. Some oils can also be used to clean furniture and combat odors. 9/26 Peter Turner Photography/shutterstockA cloche is a watch shape covering that you can put over a plant you want to protect. Wire
versions are common, affordable and easy to find. Simply place them over growing plants, and animals will have difficulty reaching these delicate leaves. It is an excellent solution if you have one or two particularly vulnerable plants in your garden or carriers that require protection. If you have some chicken wire laying
around, you can make your own rough tube cloches, but they won't be nearly as aesthetically pleasing or easy to save afterwards, so there's a trade-off to make them yourself. The problem comes when you have many plants in the same area that need to be protected. If your plants are in a row, then using a long, low
loop of chicken wire to cover them all is an elegant solution. If not, you may need to explore other options. 10/26 Find a hole where pests can enter your home? Things in a generous amount of copper mesh with a screwdriver, providing about half an inch of space for expanding foam sealant. Seal gaps with foam to keep
house pests out. 11/26 focal point/ShutterstockIf the annoying fruit flies are invading your kitchen, take a small bowl and pour in some apple cider vinegar. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and punch a couple of pencil-in pencil-sized holes in the plastic. The fruit flies will be attracted to vinegar and they can get in but not
out. Vinegar can also be used to make a natural cleaner. 12/26 Matt Browne/ShutterstockYou may already have experience using baffles, cone- or cylindrical objects that attach to poles or poles to keep squirrels from climbing up to bird feeders or in fenced gardens. If you have planters on or near poles or poles, baffles
are a great option to discourage squirrels and preserve your plants. Check out a squirrel-proof bird feeder that's easy to fill and a great addition to your backyard. 13/26 You can virtually eliminate spiders in your basement by using a dehumidifier to maintain a 40 percent humidity and vigilantly sweep down cobwebs when
they appear. Keep the basement windowsills brushed clean as well. In a few weeks, the spider population will die down significantly and you usually have to worry about house pests. 14/26 Where you see an ant, you are bound to see others. This is because ants leave a fragrant trail that other ants follow. Sweeping or
mopping is not enough to eliminate the scent. Instead, mix 1 part with 3 parts of water in a spray bottle, then wherever you have seen ants before. This will stop outdoor nesting ants that came into the house to feed for food (ants that come in are not necessarily trying to establish a nest). Vinegar and water will not stop
ants already nesting indoors. You have to kill them with bait. 15/26 Nor Gal/ShutterstockThe coffee grounds are great for more than just a cup of coffee. Try using your leftover coffee grounds in places around the outside of your home where you think house pests are coming in Many critters can't stand the smell of the
basics and will steer clear. You can also use coffee grounds to critter-proof your garden. 17/26 Store pet food in a lidded metal trashcan, as mice can't climb the slick, vertical sides of the jar. Sealed plastic containers are also a good option. 18/26 Rein Jongelie/ShutterstockAre aphids taking over your garden? Just place
a banana peel under the soil near the stems of your plants. This will not only deter the bugs, but it will add some nutrients to the soil. Try these tips to get rid of garden weeds. 19/26 Family HandymanExamin dryer valves to ensure the damper is not stuck open or broken off completely. Also make sure that the seal
between the valve and the wall is tight to keep the house pest out. 20 / 26 Family HandymanOnce you kill the ants in your house and farm, take steps to ensure that they do not come back. Trim back shrubs, shrubs and trees that brush against your siding or roof and provide a bridge for ants to reach your house. Hold a
3-in. to 6-in. clearance space between the soil around the foundation and the lower row of sidings to prevent ants from nesting in siding (and make sure the soil slopes away from the house). Avoid stacking wood next to the house. Firewood makes a perfect getaway for ants. Ants like bald spots in the yard and they like
to build nests under layers of straw. Maintaining a healthy lawn is one way to discourage ants. If anthills appear in bare areas, spray the pile with insecticide and plant grass in the bald spots. Rake the lawn or bag the grass when you mow to eliminate thatch. 21 / 26 Moving Moment/ShutterstockSeeing Ants? Place small
piles of cornflour down wherever you see ants. Ants like to eat cornmeal and they will take it back to their colony, but they can't digest it. It may take a few days to work, but if you have pets, it's a non-toxic solution. Learn 17 pet care and safety tips. 24/26 My Hardy/ShutterstockDo you have seasonal clothing or bedding
that you bring out to store? Wash and dry it all thoroughly to kill any pending bug eggs, and inspect everything for signs of an infestation before unpacking it—or start wearing it. 26/26 Mamsizz/ShutterstockIf ladybugs take over an area of your home, place a few bags of cloves or sprinkle some clove oil in heavily infested
Ladybugs do not like strong scents and will evacuate quickly. Then vacuum or sweep up the cloves. Try these tips to get rid of Japanese Beetles in your your Originally published: 26 March 2018 2018
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